Hello 4th Grade families,

May 25 – May 29

We hope you had a great Memorial Day Weekend. This week is a short four
day week. This week we have exciting new videos for you to watch and a
science experiment for you to take part in.
READING: Hey Fellow Scholars. This week we are focusing on Character
traits. We are going to study what they are, how to identify them and notice
how they change. Enjoy the videos.
WRITING: This week you will write an informational essay on a Hobby of
yours. Teach someone about it in a way that makes them interested in it as
much as you are.
MATH: Students and families Donut Worry, Be Happy this week! Put your
addition strategies to the test while you combine large numbers, consider how
math exists everywhere in the world around us, and maybe prove your place
value mastery with some fun coloring pages. If any of your parents are gamers,
they are certain to recognize the image on the Handheld coloring page. Bonus
Challenge: Prepare for the return of fractions and decimals next week and
think, “Where do I see fractions and decimals (parts of a whole) in my daily
life?”. Share with your discoveries with your teacher and maybe your ideas
become a real world, 3 Reads Story Problem for the week!
SCIENCE: This week for science you will be studying variables. This is our last
unit of the year for science and Mr. Korn has broken it up into two weeks. This
week you will build two pendulums (swingers) and you will test them out
yourself. Then record the data and write a conclusion. I have made videos for
you to follow along in the experiment with me. If you don't have the materials
at home, if you scroll to Friday's slide, then you will see the electronic version.
We're looking forward to the graphs and conclusions in your experiment.
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